TGSA EXECUTIVE REPORTSFebruary 26th, 2016
President: -VP of Internal Affairs: Bylaws.
VP of Finance: I have to make a stop payment on Shiva Javdan's cheque because
it is lost. -$12.50. Thx Canada Post.
VP of Operations: With the deluge of unexpected additional academic work I've
been hit with this week, as well as the deluge of snow and freezing rain that's going
to slow my travel to a crawl to and from my lecture and seminars tomorrow, I
unfortunately won't have a version of the Traill College documentary that I would
be proud to show ready in time for the potluck. However, I will be putting together
a roughly ten or fifteen-minute highlight reel of raw interview footage to show
(including footage of Traill cat and excerpts from the interview I conducted with
Marion Fry). This footage will be without any time-consuming embellishments, so
it won't take me long to put together. I'll post an announcement about this on the
Facebook page tomorrow, and I'll also make a note of that when I send out a
reminder tomorrow about the potluck. Think of the highlight reel as something of
an extended trailer. I'll be completing the documentary over the weekend (still need
to adjust the sound, add a few more interviews and reorder some of the earlier
ones, and colour correct, which is a longer process than it may sound), and then it's
just a matter of sending a private screener to all interviewees to make sure they feel
my editing hasn't misrepresented them before I post to YouTube. And fortunately,
Amy of the TFS has reached out to me to screen the documentary on March 15th.
Michael Eamon has also informed me that he wants to screen it at the upcoming
Traill College dinner. I'll also look into other screening options between now and
the dinner. Finally, my sincere apologies for not having the completed doc ready. I
didn't expect the insane workload that hit me this week (and as a grad student, I
probably should have known better; things were just going too smoothly for too
long).
VP of Student Affairs: Just a reminder that we have Bagnani Hall from 510 tomorrow in order to facilitate set-up and clean-up. Set up should be fairly
easy, but I'll need some help cleaning up. In order to meet sustainability, we'll be
using some items from the SCR kitchen, which will need to be cleaned (or put in
the dishwasher) before we go. I'm also borrowing their kettle and Keurig
machine. We have compostable trays for food, so that makes it a little easier. The

beverages for the potluck are already in the GSA office, so you'll just need to bring
a dish if you so choose. Everything should already be on Traill Campus, I'll just
need bodies for prep.
Senator: --

